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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

My co-authors and I would like to submit a final revised version of our article to BMC Medical Genetics “Minisequencing mitochondrial DNA pathogenic mutations” (authors: Vanesa Álvarez-Iglesias, Francisco Barros, Ángel Carracedo, Antonio Salas)

Below are point-by-point the answer to the Editor suggestions and comments.

We hope the article is now suitable for publication in BMC Medical Genetics,

Sincerely yours,
Antonio Salas

Editor's comments:

1.- Highlighting/Tracking - Please remove any highlighting/tracking from your manuscript text.
Done

2.- Subject and Methods - Please rename this section 'Methods'.
Done

3.- Informed Consent - In the Subject and SNP selection section please change 'Informed consent' to 'Written informed consent'.
Done

4.- Conclusions - Please insert a Conclusions section after the Discussion.
Done

5.- Figure legends - Please move the figure legends to in front of the tables.
Done